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QUESTION 1

A customer has two operating units: US and Ireland. A project that is set in the Ireland operating unit requires the
services of employees from the US operating unit. 

Identify three mandatory steps that must be completed for the employees in the US to enter their time on the project and
for costs to be successfully distributed. 

A. Set up Internal Billing Implementation optionsin US and Ireland. 

B. Define providercontrolsin US and receiver controlsin Ireland. 

C. Setup a new transaction source to receive Intercompany transactions in Ireland. 

D. For theprojectinIreland, select "Allow Cross Charges to all Operating Units within Legal Entity". 

E. For the projectin Ireland,set up transaction controls to allow charges from other operating units. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

B:Provider and Receiver Controls Setup 

For each provider operating unit or receiver operating unit involved in the cross charge, the Provider/Receiver Controls
window Provider Controls and Receiver Controls tabs specify: 

The cross charge method to use to process intercompany cross charges and to override default cross charge method
for inter-operating unit cross charges. 

Attributes required for the provider operating unit to process intercompany billing to each receiver operating unit. This
includes the Intercompany Billing Project and Invoice Group. 

Attributes required for the receiver operating unit to process intercompany billing from each provider operating unit. This
includes the supplier site, expenditure type and expenditure organization. 

*

 (C)Intercompany Billing Accounting Companies choose the intercompany billing method largely due to legal and
statutory requirements. When you use this method, Oracle Projects generates physical invoices and corresponding
accounting entries at legal transfer prices between the internal seller(provider) and buyer (receiver) organizations when
they cross a legal entity boundary or operating units. 

*

 (D)Overview of Cross Charge When projects share resources within an enterprise, it is common to see those resources
shared across organization and country boundaries. Further, project managers may also divide the work into multiple
projects for easier execution and management. The legal, statutory, or managerial accounting requirements of such
projects often present complex operational control, billing, and accounting challenges. 

Oracle Projects enables companies to meet these challenges by providing timely information for effective project
management. Project managers can easily view the current total costs of the project, while customers receive bills as
costs are incurred, regardless of who performs the work or where it is performed. 

References: 
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QUESTION 2

Your company wants to define all its equipments as Non-Labor resources to track the cost incurred on the usage of
these equipments, when defining the equipment. When defining the equipment as a Non- Labor resource in the system,
you 

need to assign an expenditure type to it. What kind of expenditure type to it. 

What kind of expenditure type can be assigned to a Non-Labor resource? 

A. expenditure type defined withExpenditureType Class as Work in Process 

B. expenditure type defined with ExpenditureType Class as Burden transactions 

C. expenditure type defined withExpenditure Type Class as Supplier Invoices 

D. expenditure type defined with Expenditure Type Class as Miscellaneous Transactions 

E. expenditure type defined with Expenditure Type Class as Usages 

Correct Answer: D 

Oracle Projects uses the following expenditure type classes to process non-labor project costs: *Usages - Asset usage
costs are interfaced to Oracle General Ledger. *Supplier Invoices - Oracle Payables supplier invoices are interfaced
from Oracle Payables to Oracle Projects. *Miscellaneous Transaction - Miscellaneous Transactions are used to track
miscellaneous project costs. This expenditure type class is similar to usages. The difference is that, for miscellaneous
transactions expenditure items, you are not required to specify a non-labor resource or a non-labor resource
organization, as you are for usage expenditure items. Miscellaneous transactions may be used for the following costs:
Fixed assets depreciation Allocations Interest charges *Burden Transaction - Burden transactions track burden costs
that are calculated in an external system or calculated as separate, summarized transactions. These costs are created
as a separate expenditure item that has a burdened cost amount, but has a quantity and raw cost value of zero. Burden
transactions are interfaced to Oracle General Ledger. As with any other transaction in Oracle Projects, you can adjust
and capitalize burden transactions, or accrue revenue or generate invoices for these transactions. *Work In Process -
This expenditure type class is used for Project Manufacturing WIP transactions that are interfaced from Manufacturing
to Oracle Projects. You can also use this expenditure type class when you import other manufacturing costs via
Transaction Import or when you enter transactions via pre-approved batch entry. 

 

QUESTION 3

Which three statements are true about Multi-Currency Billing? 

A. Agreements, Events, and Bill Rates have to be in the same current as the Project Functional Currency. 

B. Agreements,Events, and Bill Rates can all be different currencies than the ProjectFunctionalCurrency. 

C. The Project Currency can be different from theFunctional Currency of the operating unitthat owns the project. 

D. The ProjectCurrency has tobe the same as the Functional Currency of the operating unit that owns the project. 

E. An agreementcan fund invoices in more than one currency. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

C:The multi-currency billing option can be set both at the operating unit level and at the project level. To enter
agreements and rate schedules in any currency for a project, you must enable the multi- currency billing functionality for
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the 

operating unit. To enter events in any currency for a project, you can enable the functionality at the project level only.
This value defaults from the project template You can override the default value for an individual project template or
project. 

Note: 

Oracle Projects gives you the option to bill in a global environment when the multi-currency billing is enabled for an
operating unit and for a project. When multi- currency billing is enabled, you can: 

*Enter agreements, bill rates, and events in any currency regardless of the project functional currency(B) 

*Designate the project functional currency, project currency, or funding currency as the invoice processing currency for
a project *Designate the project functional currency and the invoice transaction currency as the revenue transaction 

currency 

*Define currency conversion attributes for converting revenue and invoicing amounts to the project currency, project
functional currency, and funding currency 

*Define currency conversion attributes for converting funding amounts to the project functional currency, and the project
currency 

*Define a default invoice currency for a project customer that is different from the project functional currency and assign
conversion attributes for deriving revenue in this currency 

 

QUESTION 4

A contractor is engaged to carry out a statement of work by a customer. The contract is fixed price, and milestone
payments will be made based on the individual completion of agreed deliverables. The contract specifies that 10% of
any invoice totals must be withheld. The exception to this rule is that if certain deliverables are met ahead of the agreed
schedule, then the full amount can be invoiced. How would this scenario be set up in Oracle Projects? 

A. CustomerRetention Billing is implemented with a Withholding Term ofExpenditure Category. 

B. 10% ofproject costs isset with abilling hold (as required) inExpenditureInquiry. 

C. A taskis used to collectcosts that are to be withholdingand the task is set to non-billable asrequired. 

D. CustomerRetention Billing isimplemented with aWithholding Term based onEvent Types. 

E. A customerbill splitisimplemented to send 10% ofall invoiced costs to a dummy customer. 

Correct Answer: A 

*Defining Retention Terms 

Retention Terms determine how amounts are withheld from project invoices and how the withheld amounts are billed to
the project customer. Retention terms include: 

Withholding Terms 

Withholding Terms by Expenditure Category 
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Withholding Terms by Event Revenue Category 

Billing Terms 

*Witholding Terms 

These terms apply to all sources of project invoice amounts for the specified project or top task. For each term, you can
define a withholding percentage or amount. Optionally, a threshold amount can be defined to determine the maximum 

amount to be withheld per term. 

 

QUESTION 5

A project has been mistakenly set up as a capital project, instead of a contract project. The project has already incurred
expenditure. How can this be remedied? 

A. Change the project type to Contract 

B. Leave the project as capital and accruefor revenueasis. 

C. Move all the costs toan contract task within the capital project. 

D. A new project should be set up and costs transferred. 

E. Delete all the expenditure Items and change the project type. 

Correct Answer: D 

Note: *Project Type 

The project type determines how Oracle Projects processes costs (expenditure items) for a project. The type you
choose provides many defaults and controls for project entry and processing. You must choose a type from one of the
following project type classes: 

/Use an Indirect project type to collect and track expenditure item costs and labor hours for overhead activities, such as
administrative and overhead work, marketing, and bid and proposal preparation. You can also define indirect projects to
track time off including sick leave, vacation, and holidays 

/Use a Capital project type to collect and track costs and labor hours for asset development activities which you plan to
capitalize as one or more assets. 

/Use a Contract project type to collect and track costs, labor hours, revenue, and billing for services performed for and
reimbursed by a client 
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